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ABSTRACT

Drics-Bursten, Beatrice Margaret. M.S., Purdue University, May 2015. A Descriptive
Study of Factors Influencing Parental Choice of High School Selection for their Middle
School-Aged Children Enrolled in Catholic Grade School. Major Professor: Daniel
Lybrook.

The purpose of this descriptive study was to examine the factors parents of middle
school-aged children, enrolled in Catholic elementary school, identified as those having
an influence on their selection of a secondary school for their child. With a shrinking
pool of potential students in Catholic middle schools, competition for these students is
keen among Catholic secondary schools in order to meet their sustainability enrollment
levels. The study also examined the timing when parents began researching prospective
secondary schools and when the final school selection decision occurred for their child.
The study provides an overview of historical and current Catholic elementary and
secondary school student enrollment trends. It discusses how some changes initiated
during Vatican II effected the presence of religious personnel in Catholic school
classrooms The wholescale change from the prevalence of religious teaching personnel
to the current overwhelming majority of lay teaching personnel subsequently has affected
the financial sustainability of these schools in addition to the affordability of tuition.
Parents indicated it was a combination of influencing factors that were considered,
rather than one single overarching factor, determining the final selection decision of the
secondary school for their child. The timing of when parents began to consider and
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research prospective secondary schools is years earlier than when the schools are initially
contacting parents to promote and communicate their institution’s programs for student
recruitment purposes. The timing of the final selection of a high school decision was
indicated to have been made more than 12 months before by just under one half of the
respondents in the survey.
This descriptive study provides parochial secondary school admissions and
enrollment personnel a framework to consider by which to query their likely pool of
parents to gain a more concise understanding of the factors that influence secondary
education decisions for their children. Those with the responsibility to develop and
implement recruitment and enrollment sustainability programs potentially can utilize the
results to formulate and create custom marketing and recruitment strategies, and the
timing of plan execution, to maximize the return on their efforts. Data was collected
through a survey of parents with middle school-aged children currently enrolled in a
designated Deanery of Catholic elementary schools in a large Midwest metropolitan city.
Key words: middle school student recruitment, Catholic secondary schools,
influencing factors
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of this descriptive research study and its
associated thesis. The purpose of the introduction is designed to provide the study
overview, background information, statement of the problem, the scope of the research,
the significance of the research project, definitions significant to understanding the
research, as well as the assumptions, researcher bias, limitations and delimitations of the
research.
1.2

Study overview

This is a descriptive study examining the influencing factors parents consider in
their decision making process for selecting a secondary school for their children who are
currently enrolled in Catholic middle school. It also reviews the timing of when the final
selection decision is made in regards to the high school these children eventually attend.
The study utilized the Qualtrics online survey program to gather responses from the
parent participants.
This study used a selected group of Catholic elementary schools that are designated
as the feeder schools for an Archdiocesan Deanery high school. This group of schools
was located in a large metropolitan city in the Midwest region of the United States. A
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total of seven specific schools, six elementary (Schools A-F) and one secondary school
(HS1), comprised the group of interest for this study. Figure 1 illustrates the relative
location of the six selected Deanery elementary feeder schools (Schools A-F) and all
Archdiocesan Deanery (HS1 – HS4) and private Catholic high schools (HS5 & HS6) in

Figure 1. Current Location of Descriptive Study Catholic
Feeder Schools, Deanery & Private High Schools
the metropolitan area of the study. The schools in the study were selected for ease of
access to the population of parent participants, previous familiarity and cooperation by
school administrators in the distribution of the online survey.
The pool of parents selected to be surveyed had a child or children in either sixth,
seventh and/or eighth grade (middle school) during the 2014 – 2015 school year in one of
the Schools A-F. These parents were identified as the group that has gone through or will
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be going through the process of researching, considering and selecting a high school for
their child within the next three years.
Unlike the well-defined pathway in public school systems from elementary through
high school, enrollment sustainability at the Catholic Archdiocesan Deanery and private
high schools is an ongoing focus. There are no Archdiocesan systems in place that
automatically enroll students from the Catholic feeder elementary schools into the
Catholic high schools. The study examined the types of informational contacts made by
high schools, rating effectiveness of those methods and the timing of initial contact with
parents for purposes of recruiting middle school students.
1.3

Archdiocesan school system structure

The Archdiocesan Catholic school system in this large, Midwest metropolitan city
is set up in a similar structure like the surrounding public and township school systems.
The four archdiocesan high schools, labeled HS1, HS2, HS3and HS4 in Figure 1, are
located in four distinct deaneries. An archdiocesan deanery can be considered as an
equivalent to a larger multi-school, public school district within a city, township or
county jurisdiction. Each of the four archdiocesan high schools have several feeder
Catholic elementary schools located in their deanery. The location of the feeder school
then generally indicates into which deanery high school the students would attend for
their secondary education.
Although there are formal deanery high school boundaries with designated
elementary feeder schools, students from any of the Catholic feeder schools may enroll in
any of the other deanery high schools. Typically, if students continue in a deanery high
school, it will be the one that is closest to their elementary school or where they live
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simply because of convenience in regards to distance. Students may also enroll in either
of the other two private Catholic high schools if they wish to continue in a parochial
school. These two schools are not limited or bounded by any designated geographic area
or set of feeder Catholic elementary schools. As a result, they draw students from all
around the region. Therefore, unlike a public school district where the path from
elementary to middle school to junior high to high school is predetermined, the Catholic
school system is a series of intentional enrollment choices by parents for their children
from elementary through to high school.
1.4

Significance

Inherent in the structure of a public school system is an established path where
students move through a predetermined set of schools from elementary through to high
school within a district or territory. With the exception of extraordinary economic and/or
demographic shifting environments, a public high school can estimate their enrollment
based on the number of students in their designated middle schools. Unlike public school
systems, Catholic school enrollment is solely dependent on parents making an intentional
decision to enroll their children in these schools. Parents must pay tuition when their
children attend Catholic schools as they are, for the most part, privately funded. In order
to maintain sustainable enrollments for school survivability, Catholic schools, especially
at the secondary level, must actively recruit to attract a continuing stream of students.
There have been numerous student recruitment studies conducted on the decision
making process of parents and high school students in regards to their selecting a college
or university for continuing education development. An entire consulting and publication
industry exists to guide institutions of higher education through the tenuous process of
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creating the right set of messages, delivering them at the right time, in the right medium
and the right number of times to the targeted student and parent groups. However, few
scholarly studies have been conducted exploring the decision making process of parents
and their middle school-aged children in Catholic elementary schools in regards to their
high school selection process. There are existing information and data gaps regarding the
timing of when these parents begin researching prospective high schools and those
factors that influence their final decisions.
1.5

Statement of the problem

In order for a parochial high school to avoid significant enrollment challenges, it is
important the wants and needs of the parents of middle school students, in the designated
feeder schools, are known and understood. There have been numerous student
recruitment studies conducted on the decision making process of parents and high school
students in regards to their selecting a college or university for continuing education
development. For example, Eduventures, an advisory service for higher education
leaders (Eduventures, 2015) issued a report titled, “What drives students’ enrollment
decisions?” in which they identified four factors that had the strongest influence with the
surveyed admitted students (“What drives students' enrollment”, 2014). An entire
consulting and publication industry exists to guide institutions of higher education
through the tenuous process of creating the right set of messages, delivering them at the
right time, in the right medium and the right number of times to the targeted student and
parent groups. However, this has not been done for examining the decision making
process of parents and their middle school students in Catholic elementary schools in
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regards to their high school selection process. Also not explored is when did the process
of high school selection begin for the parents.
1.6

Research question

The main question of this descriptive research study is what factors influence
parental choice in selecting a high school for their middle school-aged children enrolled
in Catholic elementary school? A secondary research question is when did the process of
researching prospective high schools, for eventual final selection, begin for these parents?
1.7

Scope

In order to conduct a manageable and focused project, the list of Catholic feeder
elementary schools in the study city that are of interest for this research project were
narrowed down to the six schools (Schools A-F) located in the designated Deanery area
for HS1 as shown in Figure 1. The students from these Deanery feeder elementary
schools represent the most likely pool of students to consider and enroll in HS1.
In addition to the students that are enrolled in the Deanery feeder schools for HS1,
a brief examination on the impact of enrollment numbers at HS1 of the students, both
Catholic and non-Catholic, utilizing the State Choice Scholarship voucher program was
reviewed.
The information gathered from the participant parents with middle school-aged
children in Schools A-F, through an online survey, provided insight as to the timing and
process of their researching prospective high schools for their children. The information
provided a marketing and student recruitment strategy planning platform for personnel
involved with secondary parochial school enrollment sustainability. This study
highlighted a method and questions for gathering actual and timely feedback from the
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targeted parental group without the prohibitive costs of hiring professional consulting
organizations
1.8

Definitions, abbreviations and acronyms

This study contains several terms with definitions that have been modified for this
descriptive study:
Archdiocese – This term does not designate an ecclesiastical province, but only that
diocese of the province which is the archbishop’s own, and over which he holds
immediate and exclusive jurisdiction. An archdiocese is the territory or churches
subject to the jurisdiction of an archbishop.
Archdiocesan Catholic school – School (s) sponsored by the Archdiocese.
Brothers – Moreover, religious institutes or congregations of men include those of both
priests and brothers…These men religious also take the simple vows of poverty,
chastity, and obedience, live in community, and share in a particular apostolate,
like education, health care, or other charitable work (Saunders, 2003, para. 7).
Cornette – A traditional headpiece worn in combination with their habits by women in
some religious Orders of nuns and Sisters.
Deanery – A subdivision of an archdiocese, consisting of a number of parishes, over
which presides a dean appointed by an archbishop (Harden, 2000). A deanery can
be considered as equivalent to a public school district within a city, township or
county jurisdiction.
Elementary school – For purposes of this study, this term is used to describe a Catholic
primary school having either a K to 8th grade or a K to 6th grade.
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Feeder school – For purposes of this study, the Catholic elementary school in a deanery,
from which most of the students (Oxford, 2014) will attend a designated Catholic
secondary school in the same deanery.
IEP – Individualized Education Program written by the school for a child with a disability
that has been determined to have an adverse effect on the child’s educational
progress.
Metropolitan area – A combined urban and suburban area with a population that exceeds
1,000,000 for purposes of this study.
Middle school – For purposes of this study, middle school at one of the Catholic
elementary feeder schools discussed in this study is either 6th grade only or 6th to
8th grade depending on the academic structure of the individual school. Two of
the schools in this study only offer a 6th grade as its highest class. Any reference
to middle school in the elementary schools in the study are just a subset of the
larger mentioned school.
Midwest – A region, for purposes of this study, consisting of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio and Wisconsin.
NCEA – National Catholic Educational Association
Nun or Nuns– For purposes of this study, this term is interchangeable with the term
“Sister/Sisters” although within Roman Catholicism there is a difference between the two
(A Nun’s Life Ministry, 2015, Resources section, para. 1 & 2). A nun is a woman who
lives a contemplative life in a monastery which is usually cloistered (or enclosed) or
semi-cloistered (2015).
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Parent or Parents – For purposes of this study, this will be used as a general term
referring to those adults, be it biological, step-, custodial, guardian, etc., that have
responsibility to enroll a child for school.
Private Catholic school – A school sponsored by a religious order.
Sister or Sisters – A woman religious under simple vows, who is a member of a particular
religious congregation. (The distinction between a “solemn vow” and a “simple
vow” is a determination made by the Church when the religious community is
established: members of religious orders make a final profession of solemn vows,
and members of religious institutes or religious congregations make a final
profession of perpetual simple vows after a period of temporary simple vows)
(Saunders, 2003, para.4). A Roman Catholic Sister is a woman who does live,
ministers and prays within the world…she is engaged in the works of mercy and
other ministries that take the Gospel to others where they are (A Nun’s Life
Ministry, 2015, Resources section, para. 3).
1.9

Assumptions

The following assumptions were inherent to the design of this study:
•

By using participants located in the selected Deanery in the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of a large Midwest metropolitan area, the study recorded the responses
from the most likely pool of parent participants whose children are enrolled in the
same selected Roman Catholic Deanery feeder elementary schools during the 2014 –
2015 academic school year.

•

The collected data from the online survey, as entered by the parent participants, was
documented, recorded and analyzed for those timing and influence factors that
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determine the final selection of a high school for their child. The child was enrolled,
in either 6th, 7th or 8th grade, in the selected Catholic Deanery feeder elementary
schools during the 2014 – 2015 academic school year.
•

The participants had knowledge of the selected Archdiocesan and private Catholic
secondary education institutions, in the study metropolitan city, available for their
middle school child to attend after graduation from their study selected Catholic
Archdiocesan Deanery elementary feeder school.

•

The participants involved in the online survey answered honestly, openly, and
completely all questions as their knowledge and abilities allowed.

•

The participants involved with taking the online survey had a working knowledge,
given basic instructions prior to the start of the survey, how to operate and use a
computer in order to have entered their answers to facilitate this study.

•

The number of participants that were selected to take part in the online survey were
adequate to elicit the number of responses to have facilitated this study.

•

The participants selected for the online survey were given adequate time to answer all
the questions completely and to the best of their abilities.

•

The use of a quantitative study was appropriate to elicit the type of responses
necessary to have answered the research question.
1.10 Researcher biases
Researcher bias in this descriptive study was through the perspective of personal

experience having attended and graduated from two of the Catholic Deanery elementary
and secondary schools selected in this study. Continued involvement with the secondary
school in leadership positions for several years resulted in an extensive and in-depth
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knowledge of school histories, enrollment trends, administrative strategies and practices
related to student recruitment. Researcher bias included being the parent of a child who
attended one of the study selected Deanery elementary schools and HS1.
Researcher bias also included awareness of a lack of a standardized, systematic and
adaptable model to implement effective Deanery feeder school student recruiting at HS1.
1.11 Limitations
There was no personal experience in attending any public elementary or secondary
educational institutions. Any knowledge of the public school systems within the
Midwest metropolitan city of study and immediate surrounding areas was as a result of
research and literature review.
The following limitations will be inherent to the design of this study:
•

The study was limited to the parent population in the selected Deanery located within
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of the Midwest metropolitan city area during the
2014 – 2015 academic school year.

•

The study was limited by the availability of the participants who were voluntarily
willing to complete a segment of the descriptive study as outlined: online survey.

•

The study was limited to the population of parents who had middle school-aged
children, enrolled in the selected Deanery elementary feeder schools, during the 2014
– 2015 academic school year located in the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of the
Midwest metropolitan area.

•

This descriptive study was limited to participants who willingly volunteered to take
the online survey.
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•

This descriptive study online survey was limited by the accuracy of the existing list of
parent email addresses on record at the selected Deanery elementary feeder schools.

•

This descriptive study was limited by the principals at the selected Deanery
elementary feeder schools who agreed to distribute the online survey invitation to
participate email to their existing list of parent’s email addresses who had middle
school-aged children enrolled during the 2014-2015 academic year.
1.12 Delimitations

The following delimitations were inherent to the design of this study:
•

This study did not have any parent participants outside of the selected Deanery
Schools A-F and HS1, within the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of the Midwest
metropolitan study area, whose children were enrolled during the 2014 – 2015
academic school year.

•

This study did not limit any parent participant, whose child was enrolled in the
selected Deanery elementary feeder schools during the 2014 – 2015 academic school
year, from taking the online survey who do not claim the Roman Catholic faith as
their religious affiliation.

•

This descriptive study did not assess the pros, cons, benefits, or failings of other
private or public school systems located within the same geographic area of the
Midwest metropolitan area of study.
1.13 Chapter summary
This was a descriptive study examining the influencing factors and timing process

in the selection of a high school by parents who have middle school-aged children
enrolled in Catholic elementary school. The study took place in a Midwest metropolitan
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city and surrounding area during the 2014-2015 academic school year. Six Catholic
elementary feeder schools and one high school, located in a specific Deanery of the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of a Midwest metropolitan city, were selected as the
schools of interest for the study.
Numerous consulting and marketing firms exist that provide colleges and
universities with strategic plans for successfully recruiting high school students. Since
enrollment in Catholic schools, at the elementary and secondary levels, is an intentional
decision made by parents, enrollment sustainability for these schools is an ongoing
challenge. Few studies exist that examine this decision making process and timing of
when parents, with children enrolled in Catholic middle school grades, begin to research
prospective high schools.
The primary research question was what factors influence parental choice in
selecting a high school for their middle school-aged children enrolled in Catholic
elementary school? The secondary research question was when did the process of
researching prospective high schools, for eventual final selection, begin for these parents?
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE

2.1

Literature review

In this chapter, relevant literature is reviewed in the following topic areas:
•

Brief history of establishment of Roman Catholic schools in the United States

•

Historical Roman Catholic elementary and secondary school enrollment in the
United States

•

Historical Roman Catholic Archdiocesan elementary and secondary school
enrollment for metropolitan area of interest

•

Current United States and selected Archdiocesan Roman Catholic school
enrollments

•

Vatican II directed changes affecting religious communities and traditional pool
of teaching staff

•

Staffing and cost of attendance

•

State supported school choice program

•

Enrollment trends and influencing factors

•

Recruiting best practices by colleges

•

Parochial middle school student recruitment
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These topic sections provide an overview of information followed by more specific
details for the selected schools and the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of interest for this
study.
2.2

Literature source search

In order to gain a better understanding of the interlaced dynamics of effectively
recruiting the traditional pool of Catholic elementary feeder school students, numerous
sources of information were considered. These sources were from scholarly literature,
material commissioned as reports from educational institution strategy consultants,
general public media news sources, personal communications, articles appearing in
related interest publications, private and public education associations,.
The following were the major terms used in the literature search:
•

Catholic high school recruiting

•

Catholic high school recruiting practices

•

Catholic middle school student recruitment

•

Catholic school enrollment trends

•

Catholic secondary schools

•

Catholic religious teaching staff

•

College recruiting best practices

•

High school selection factors

•

History of Catholic schools in the United States

•

Parental school choice

•

Recruiting influence factors

•

State voucher program
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•

Vatican II changes

The Purdue University library system, Google Scholar, interviews with professionals in
education and numerous education associations are a few of the primary sources of the
literature search strategy.
2.3

Brief history of establishment of Roman Catholic schools in the United States

Between 1820 and 1870 five million German and Irish immigrants had arrived in
the United States (Williams, 2005, p. 19). The number of Catholic schools greatly
increased in the industrial cities to educate the children of these and other Catholic
immigrants that had come to the United States in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. These
Catholic schools were deemed necessary as the immigrants were leery as the common, or
public, schools were viewed as serving distinct national social and political goals through
the teachings of a common body of knowledge (McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. 1). In
1866, the Second Baltimore Council and Catholic bishops committed to the Church to
create a separate school system and required the parents to send their children to the
Catholic schools (Mc Donald & Schultz, 2014, p. 1). “Where Catholic schools can be
established it is a sin to send Catholic children to other schools (Williams, 2005, p. 20;
Klinkhamer, 1954, p. 91).
The Third Plenary Council of Baltimore in 1884 established the goal of building a
school at every parish, however that was never completely realized. Even though the
goal was not accomplished, the number of Catholic schools went from approximately 200
before the Civil War, to more than 1,300 within a decade and to 5,000 by the turn of the
20th century (McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. 1). The strength of this school creation
mandate from the bishops not only strongly encouraged each parish to establish a school,
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it also translated to the parents of the parish to enroll their children without question.
“Wherever schools were provided, parents enrolled their children because they feared
eternal damnation if they did not” (Williams, 2005).
As the number of Catholic schools had increased early in the 20th century and the
enrollment of children was strongly encouraged if not mandated, parents and other
entities began to pressure their schools to improve the rigor and quality of the education
being taught. As a result, Catholic schools through the early 1900’s responded to
competition from public schools by strengthening their academic curriculum. However,
what was not sacrificed in terms of added competitive an improved academic offerings
was the continuation and emphasis of teaching the Catholic faith through religion classes
in these schools. This clearly established a separation of Catholic school academics and
culture from that of the non-sectarian public schools.
2.4

Historical Roman Catholic elementary and secondary school enrollment

According to the National Catholic Educational Association’s (NCEA) United
States Catholic Elementary and Secondary Schools 2012-2013: The Annual Statistical
Report on Schools, Enrollment, and Staffing, Annual Statistical Report on Schools,
(McDonald & Schultz, 2014) enrollment in U.S. Catholic elementary and high schools
reached a peak in the mid-1960’s with over 5.6 million students and nearly 13,500
schools (McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. 2). As the turbulent and rebellious 1960’s
progressed in the United States, a number of changes that affected American Roman
Catholics began to take shape. An anti-establishmentarianism attitude took hold, partly
due to opposition to the Vietnam War and other world crises of the times.
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This cultural shift emboldened a segment of some American Roman Catholics, in
that Rome was not necessarily the defining sole authority anymore and as a result, felt
freer to live lives deviating away from stricter Church doctrine. One of the more defiant
attitudes and moves from some American Catholics came about when they ignored Pope
Paul VI’s ban on artificial birth control as written in his 1968 encyclical Human Vitae
(Williams, 2005; Paul VI, Gaudium et Spes,14). The resulting drop in births manifested
itself, in part, as decreasing school enrollment in the following decades. Also, some
Catholic parents did not believe that Catholic schools offered the only and best option for
education, refuting the mandated practice their children automatically were to be enrolled
in these schools.
Moving forward, American Catholic schools experienced a sharp decline in student
enrollment in the 1970’s and 1980’s that resulted in the subsequent closing of many
schools. Approximately 30 years later, the number of students at the beginning of the
1990’s in Catholic schools was estimated to be 2.5 million in only 8,719 schools
(McDonald & Schultz, 2014).
2.5

Historical Archdiocese and Deanery of interest enrollment

Student enrollment data for this study was collected from the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of interest annual statistic yearbooks beginning with the year 1970 through
the most recent available data in 2009. Based on the collected data, this Archdiocese
reported a peak in 1970 of a combined 30,667 students enrolled in 93 parish elementary
schools and the nine high schools in the immediate metropolitan area (Archdiocese
Annual Statistics & Yearbook, 1970). Specifically for the Deanery of interest in this
study in 1970, there were nine elementary feeder schools and the secondary education
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institution, HS1, with a combined total of 3,651 students (see Appendix A Enrollment
Data for Selected Deanery Elementary Schools 1970 – 2009 and Appendix B Secondary
School Enrollment Data). Figure 2 shows the overall combined enrollment of the
Deanery elementary feeder school’s from 1970 through 2009, the latest data available.

Figure 2. Deanery Feeder School Total Combined Enrollment 1970 – 2009
(Archdiocese Annual Statistics & Yearbooks 1970 – 2009)

The Archdiocese of interest for this study also experienced a similar decline not
unlike the national trend of declining enrollment in the ‘70’s and ‘80’s (McDonald &
Shultz, 2014). School enrollment in this Archdiocese reached a low toward the end of
this same 20 year period in 1989 of 18,553 combined elementary and high school
students in 65 parish elementary schools and the five high schools in the metropolitan
area (Archdiocese Annual Statistics & Yearbook, 1989). In the Deanery of interest, the
lowest enrollment occurred two years earlier in 1987 with the combined total number of
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students in only seven remaining elementary schools and HS1 of 1,953 (Archdiocese
Annual Statistics & Yearbook, 1987).
2.6

Current Catholic school enrollment

For the 2002 - 2003 through 2012 – 2013 school years, the NCEA reported the
following elementary school enrollment numbers for Grade 1 to Grade 8, and high school
enrollment for Grade 9 to Grade 12 shown in Table 1
Table 1 Grade 1- 8 & Grade 9-12 United States Enrollment 2002-2012 School Years
School Year
2002-2003
2007-2008
2012-2013
Grade (All Schools)
Grade 1

202,769

164,308

139,755

Grade 2

202,425

165,789

138,494

Grade 3

200,394

164,620

140,373

Grade 4

197,695

165,121

140,680

Grade 5

196,177

166,845

139,831

Grade 6

195,608

170,154

144,291

Grade 7

189,296

168,339

143,225

Grade 8

179,113

166,676

142,177

2002-2003

2007-2008

2012-2013

Grade 9

166,529

165,597

146,801

Grade 10

160,407

157,109

143,845

Grade 11

152,587

150,867

139,616

Grade 12

146,565

148,521

136,524

High School
(All Schools)

(NCEA. Exhibit 15. https://www.ncea.org/data-information/Catholic-school-data)

Regional Catholic school enrollment in the United States varies greatly. The
“Mideast (Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, New York,
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Pennsylvania) and Great Lakes regions (Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin)
enroll almost half the Catholic school population (46.9%).” (Mc Donald & Schultz, 2014,
p. 8). Table 2 shows a comparison of the Great Lakes region (2002 – 2012) all school
enrollment and the Archdiocese of interest for this study enrollment for the school years
of 2002 to 2012.
Table 2 Comparative Regional & Archdiocesan School Enrollment
All Schools

20022003

Great Lakes

592,796

Archdiocese
of interest

24,230

% of
Regional
Enrollment

20072008

% of
Regional
Enrollment

510,677
4.09

23,404

20122013

% of
Regional
Enrollment

456,575
4.58

23,841

5.22

(McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. 13; Archdiocese Annual Statistics & Yearbooks 2002,
2007)

The NCEA reported that for the 2014 academic school year, the estimated
Catholic elementary school enrollment was 1,391,793 students (McDonald & Schultz,
2014, p. 2) in 5,399 schools (McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. 7). There were also 582,785
students in Catholic secondary schools (McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. 2) enrolled in
1,195 high schools (McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. 7). The non-Catholic combined
elementary and high school student enrollments was 317,470 which represents 15.9% of
the total enrollment (McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. x). The most recent overall
enrollment data for the Archdiocese of interest was for the 2012 – 2013 academic year. It
reported a total of 17,666 elementary school students and 6,175 high school students
(Archdiocese Annual Statistics & Yearbook, 2009) for a total of 23,841. The non-
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Catholic percentage of students in the Archdiocese attending elementary school was 17.7 %
and 22.6% for the secondary schools (Catholic Schools Week, 2015).
2.7

Vatican II directed changes

On October 11, 1962, Pope John XXIII convened Vatican II, which was meant to
address relations between the Church and the modern world (Stoltz, 2012; Sullivan,
2002). It was attended by over 2200 cardinals, archbishops, bishops and abbots. Vatican
II concluded in 1965. It ordered wide-ranging reforms in liturgy, religious life, training
of clergy and catechesis (Stoltz, 2012). One example of the more visible changes was
how the Mass was going to be celebrated. Mass was now to be said in the local language
rather than in Latin and priests faced the parishioners during Mass rather than facing the
Altar with their backs to the congregation. These changes were difficult for American
Roman Catholics and as such introduced confusion and anxiety.
Another one of the most visible changes resulting from Vatican II for Catholics,
were the nuns and Sisters in religious Orders moving away from long traditional habits,
which had been modeled on the medieval widow’s attire (Stoltz, 2012). They were to
start wearing more simple clothing like those worn, at the time, by lay women. These
habits often had obtrusive cornettes which interfered with driving and other daily tasks.
In a conversation with Sister Angie, Sisters of Charity Nazareth (personal communication,
March 14, 2015), she explained what happened, in general, in many religious orders at
that time.
After the directive from Vatican II to shed the tradition of habits, many women
who had entered religious Orders began to re-examine their lives in these communities.
For many, they realized there were more opportunities in the outside world to pursue
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careers in health care and other professions rather than just teaching in the classroom.
Sister went on to say with the simplification of Order’s habits to more modern dress,
many of them began to wear makeup and clothing more like other women and
subsequently began to become attractive to men and likewise were also attracted to the
men. As a result, numerous women separated from their religious communities and
married. Fewer new women were entering religious Orders after Vatican II which
created a significant gap in teaching staff, among other ministries, across the United
States.
2.8

Staffing and cost of attendance

With the significant decline of those entering religious vocations after Vatican II,
the traditional source of the majority of teachers for U.S. Catholic schools has
proportionally decreased.
It’s a far cry from the 1960’s when Catholic families flocked to parochial schools
staffed mainly by priests and nuns, who earned a pittance and were renowned for
wielding rulers to rap knuckles and check skirt length (USA TODAY, Catholic
schools seek marketing aid enrollment, 2012, para. 13).
Historically, Sisters and some clergy were the primary teaching staff in a Catholic
school accounting for 90.1% of full time instructional staff at mid-century in 1950
(McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. 3). However by the 1970’s, that percentage had dropped
to 48.4% (McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. 3) of teaching staff and in the 2013-2014 school
year, lay staff members comprised 96.8% (McDonald & Schultz, 2014, p. 3) and
religious teaching staff only 3.2% in effect completely flipping the percentage of
nuns/clergy and lay teaching staff in approximately 60 years. “Over the past decade, the
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lay faculty percentages increased from 93% to the current 96.8%” (McDonald & Schultz,
2014, p. 3).
In the Archdiocese of interest for this study, the effects of some of the changes
from Vatican II became profoundly apparent not only in number of religious women who
had been teaching in the schools and left but also just in the sheer numbers who left
religious Orders regardless of their ministry. The same effect occurred for diocesan
priests, monks and brothers. However, those reductions were not as dramatic or
impactful in the schools as not many of these men were in the teaching profession.
Where it did become apparent decades later, was in the severe shortage of priests to staff
the parishes in the Archdiocese. Not unlike religious women, men who might have
entered the priesthood or other religious vocations found more options for careers outside
of directly serving the Church.
Figure 5 details the especially dramatic drop in the number of religious women
serving this Archdiocese, both in the capacity as teachers and other servant ministries.
The result of this drop in the number of religious women manifested into the severe
shortage of teachers for the elementary and secondary schools.
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Figure 3. 1970 – 2010 Total Clergy & Religious Women Serving in Archdiocese
(Archdiocese Annual Statistics & Yearbook, 1970 – 2010)
Given that currently only approximately 3.2% of the FTE staff are Catholic
religious personnel and that teaching as a prime profession has waned, there is a lingering
perception among parents that parochial schools have lost or have failed to emphasize
their Catholic identities (McDonald & Schultz, 2014, Exhibit 3). As a result, the Catholic
secondary schools offering the traditional combined religious formation, culture and
educational foundation are losing students to public schools who are seen by parents as
equivalent or better able to provide the same academic product (NCEA, 2014). For many
parents of middle school-aged students in Catholic elementary school in the process of
selecting a secondary school to attend, there is not enough added value at a Catholic
secondary school to forego the free or minimal cost option of the local public high school
At the parish level, the elementary schools were primarily supported through the
donations given by the parishioners and the low tuition fees that were charged. The
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meager salaries of the religious personnel who taught also contributed to keeping overall
costs of a parish school manageable. However, as the Catholic populations began to
move into the suburbs and the number of religious teaching were being replaced by lay
teachers who commanded significantly higher salaries, many of these older schools in the
cities were forced to close.
Table 6 shows the average estimated tuition and cost per pupil for both elementary
and secondary school on the national level from the National Catholic Educational
Association’s (NCEA) Annual Statistical Report on Schools, Enrollment and Staffing for
2013-2014. Also shown for comparison are the average Archdiocesan tuition and costs
per pupil in addition to the estimated equivalent pubic school average costs.
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Table 3 Estimated National & Local Catholic School Tuition & Cost per Pupil
2013-2014
Academic Year
National Catholic
Elementary
School
Archdiocesan
Elementary
School
National Catholic
Secondary School
Archdiocesan
Secondary School
National Public
Average for
Elementary and
Secondary school
Archdiocesan
Metropolitan
Area Public
Average for
Elementary and
Secondary school

Average
Tuition
$3,880

Average Cost
per pupil
$5,847

Difference between Cost
and Tuition
$1,967

$4,214

$4,900

$686

$9,622

$11,790

$2,168,

$7,455

$8,184

$7

Not
Applicable

$12,054

Not Applicable

Not
Applicable

$11,711

Not Applicable

(McDonald & Schultz, 2014; 2013-2014 Facts about Catholic schools, The Criterion,
2015)

2.9

State supported Choice education program

In the United States, as of 2014 there are 20 states plus the District of Columbia and
Douglas County in Colorado where publically-created, private school choice options
exist (Schoenig & Staud, 2014). These private school choice options are often referred to
as vouchers or a voucher program. The majority of the states with a school choice
program allow the funds that would have been spent on a child in a failing public school
to follow that child to a private school enabling them to leave the failing public system.
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For example, the State of Indiana defines an “F” Public School Pathway (Choice
Scholarship Program, 2015) as “The student would be required to attend a specific public
school based on their residence that has been assigned an “F” grade. Note: This pathway
does not require prior attendance at the school...”. The program (Choice Scholarship
Program, 2015) further states “ The A through F grades issued in the fall of 2014 for
school performance in the 2013-2014 school year will be used to determine the F schools
for eligibility purposes for the 2015-2016 Choice Scholarship Program.” In the study
metropolitan area of interest, for 2007 through 2014 (Indiana Department of Education,
2015), there were listed 125 public elementary, middle and high schools. Of these
schools, there were 33 rated with an “F” grade for 2014 and a total of 199 “F” grades
given from 2007 through 2013 for 70 out of the 125 listed public schools.
The voucher programs have provided the opportunity for low income parents to
have a choice to send their child to a better private school since they otherwise do not
have adequate financial resources. Former Wisconsin Governor Tommy Thompson
created the first school choice program in 1990 with approximately 300 plus students. In
the 2012-2013 academic year, it is estimated that approximately 250,000 children in
America are attending private schools using these publically created programs (Jensen et
al, 2014).
The State, in which the selected Archdiocese is located, has a school choice
scholarship program. Within the Archdiocese, according to the State Choice Scholarship
Program Annual report website, all of the Catholic Deanery and private Catholic high
schools have students utilizing this program. Table 4 shows the number of students per
school, per year that are using vouchers. This state program began in 2011.
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The popular use of the vouchers for these Archdiocesan schools is due largely in
part to a large local failing public (Choice Scholarship Program, 2015) and some
township school systems. It is estimated 3000 students in the 2014-2015 school year
from these public systems have received vouchers to attend private schools.
Table 4 Number of Enrolled Students Using Vouchers to Attend Archdiocesan High
Schools
School Year
High School
HS1

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

61

111

211

252

HS2

19

45

95

142

HS3

40

85

204

274

HS4

22

51

119

279

HS5

11

15

33

46

HS6

18

48

126

196

Total

171

355

788

1189

(Choice Scholarship Program Annual Report, 2015)

The utilization of a state voucher program has presented a question about the
financial sustainability balance for any number of parochial and private schools with
enrolled students what have used this program. The Legislative bill that created the
School Choice Scholarship program can be modified, if so desired, at any time by the
State’s Legislative body to include a reduction in the voucher amount or even the
elimination of the program. Any downward changes to the amounts allocated to the
enrolled students using this program arguably could have an effect on the fiscal viability
of the schools with these students.
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2.10 Enrollment trends and influencing factors
Jeffrey McLellan, in his Rise, Fall, and Reasons Why: U.S. Catholic Elementary
Education, 1940-1995, concluded three causes of Catholic elementary school enrollment
decline were the suburbanization of the Catholic population, racial population shifts in
the central cities and the virtual disappearance of religious teachers. Vatican II and Pope
Paul VI’s 1968 Human Vitae caused a level of consternation and resulted in some
American Catholics to diverge from previous stringent Church doctrine and practices. It
then followed in the years after the late 1960’s, the expected and automatic enrollment of
children in the parish elementary school declined as some Catholic parents sought out
other educational options. These children who likely “should” have been in a Catholic
elementary school were instead enrolled in a public or other type of private school.
As a result of more competition from what were perceived to be high quality
secondary public/township schools and/or other parochial schools, starting in the late
1960’s, Catholic parents were not automatically enrolling their child from the feeder
school to the designated local Catholic high school. Instead they were shopping the
market for what they deem to be the best educational option for their child. Internal area
parochial school and external public school competition in combination with significant
population shifts created one of the most challenging atmospheres for some Catholic
secondary schools to combat.
Richard Pomazal (2002), in a study for the Wheeling-Charleston Diocese of West
Virginia stated:
…impossible to convince some parents that a particular Catholic school is more
beneficial that a local public school. However, unless the specific factors that
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make up their decision are identified and directly addressed, future attempts to
change enrollment motivation may continue to remain a “hit or miss” at best and
not fully understood, even when effective (p.54).
With declining enrollments, greater competition from public and charter schools, and
issues of affordability, the need to understand the true motivators of parents with middle
school-aged children and what drives them to select a particular secondary school is
crucial. Williams (2005) states the identification of factors that determine the choice of
Catholic schools will enable schools to better predict enrollment, enhance recruitment
efforts and plan more effectively for the future.
2.11 Recruitment practices by colleges
Not unlike parochial and private secondary schools competing for students,
colleges and universities have embraced systematic and data driven processes for
purposes of student recruitment. In the not too distant past, universities and colleges
drove the recruiting cycle. In the past, printed materials were sent out in the early Fall to
prospective high school seniors. Those institutions then waited for returned inquiries to
then further contact the interested students. This was a one-way conversation.
Jean Norris (2014) stated that today’s technology-savvy generation is challenging
elements of the traditional college recruitment process. The conventional methods of
marketing, recruitment and admissions are all being called into question. With the
exponential explosion of technology driven information sources, students and parents no
longer wait for information to come to them. Today’s student is exposed to 30,000 hours
of digital information by the time they reach their 20’s (Norris, 2014, para. 4). Given that
students and parents have become comfortable and adept with surfing electronic sources
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to gather information, the need for an institution of higher education to be available with
information at the convenience of the student and parent is now a must rather than a
luxury in order to have a competitive presence.
The traditional recruitment cycle has been expanded and the marketplace has gotten
crowded. Some research suggests that if a college is not on a student’s short list by the
middle of their junior year in high school, there is little possibility of enrolling in a
previously non-considered college. As noted in a 2011 Noel-Levitz marketing and
student recruitment practices study, the timetable for initially contacting students has
changed. A survey conducted by Noel-Levitz asked 4-year public universities when they
make contact with the names purchased from the College Board PSAT Names list. The
results are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 Noel-Levitz First Contact Time Table Survey Results
High School Year of First Contact
Prior to Grade 10
Sophomore Year
Junior Year
Summer prior to Senior Year
Fall of Senior Year
Winter or later of Senior Year

Percent of Responding Institutions
0%
34.7%
54.2%
23.6%
20.8%
13.9%

(Noel-Levitz, 2011. http://www.noellevitz.com/papers-research-highereducation/2011/2011-marketing-and-student-recruitment-practices-report.)

Not only has the timetable for initial contact changed but also the manner in how
electronic information is presented on the various devices currently available. Norris
(2014, para. 7) used the term “screenagers” to describe how today’s teenagers are
attached to screens.
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Think about it. They awaken to an alarm on a cellphone and then check the
weather along with any texts they may have missed on the same phone…Then
they go to school or work and spend more time on a computer…A recent study
also found that the amount of time American kids devote to media is equivalent to
a full-time job.
Norris (2014, para. 8) suggested that when it comes to purchasing decisions, they are
conducting research online, doing online price comparisons and being exposed to social
media marketing.
Given student familiarity with electronic social media, it is of no surprise that
many universities and colleges have turned to very creative means to effectively tell their
institution’s story. Not only are these messages more creative but these are generally
created by the students for students. For example, Yale University students and alumni
created a video titled, “That’s Why I Chose Yale” (Johnson & Kuperberger, 2010). In
this video, students sing about the features that make Yale stand out all the while cleverly
giving an electronic tour of the campus featuring key physical facilities, other students
and faculty members.
2.12 Middle and high school student recruitment and enrollment practices
Unlike college student recruitment and enrollment management literature, the
primary source of middle school student recruitment practices and data for parochial or
private secondary schools is typically found through consulting companies. Paul Neal
and David Urban (2014) of Charter Oak Research presented a webinar of parochial
middle and secondary schools that paralleled current college student recruitment best
practices. Within the research presented, there were surveys of parental preferences for
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importance and performance factors for prospective high schools (Neal & Urban, 2014)
in the areas of, for example, academics, athletics, facilities, spiritual training and cost. In
addition, prospective school perception and reputation factor metrics were measured.
Finally, the decision making process of prospective families was detailed to provide an
overview of that pathway to final school selection decisions.
As higher education has had the ever present challenge to successfully recruit and
retain students to remain effective and functioning institutions, secondary parochial and
private schools have had similar enrollment challenges. Decades ago, colleges and
universities had turned to professional consultants to identify key recruitment factors and
optimum contact strategies for attracting high schools students. Revealed in the
presentation by Neal and Urban (2014), there has been a noted parallel that secondary
schools had started to incorporate some of the same approaches and data gathering to find
students for private schools.
In Table 6, a comparison is shown between a report focused on college student
recruiting key enrollment drivers (“What drives student enrollment decisions, 2014) and
secondary school importance/performance factors (Neal & Urban, 2014). The
Eduventures key enrollment drivers (“What drives student enrollment decision”, 2014)
were listed in descending order from most important to least. The Charter Oak Research
survey also listed Importance/Performance Factors (Neal & Urban, 2014) in descending
order from most important to lesser important.
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Table 6 Comparison of College vs Private High School Key Factors
Eduventures - College
Charter Oak Research – Private High School
Key enrollment drivers
Importance/Performance Factors
Career preparation
Academic
Core academics
Enrichment Programs – Advanced students
Academic environment
Location
Affordability
Technology
Social environment
Facilities
Advanced academic opportunities
Opportunity for early college credit
Physical environment
Cost
Diversity of academic opportunities
Spiritual training
(What drives student enrollment decisions, Eduventures, 2014; Neal & Urban, 2014)
Although the survey results of key enrollment drivers (Eduventures, 2014) and
importance factors (Neal & Urban, 2014) are not identical between students interested in
attending college and parents of middle school students researching high schools, two
similarities were noted. The first was the overall proactive action taken by private high
schools that recognized the need to gather data used to develop recruitment strategies, not
unlike what colleges have already been doing for years.
The second comparison was the identification of key enrollment drivers
(Eduventures, 2014) at the college level as compared to what parents identified as
Importance/Performance factors (Neal & Urban, 2014) at the secondary school level
when making the choice of a high school for their child. There were similar areas noted
in both report results such as core academics (Eduventures, 2014) and academics (Neal &
Urban, 2014).
For any parochial or private school with or without enrollment challenges,
possessing the knowledge of the actual key influencing factors that guide the decision of
parents is critical. The decision for selecting a secondary school may have numerous
facts, perceptions and others details that have been considered. Given either specific or
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perceived collections of impressions and/or facts, parents make what they believe to be
the best secondary school enrollment choice for their child.
What does best mean in this context? Goldhaber (1999) stated:
…it is not clear immediately what “better” means. Schooling is a complex
endeavor with multiple outcomes, and it is possible that some schools with high
overall “levels” of achievement do not contribute a great deal of “value-added” to
student achievement. If parents do not have enough information to accurately
distinguish between these, they may be apt to choose schools that have high
achieving students but little value added for their children (p.56).
2.13 Chapter summary
In the United States, the peak of U.S. Catholic elementary school and high school
enrollment occurred in the 1960’s with an estimated 5.6 million students and nearly
13,000 schools (McDonald & Schultz, 2014). During the 70’s and 80’s, a sharp decline
occurred that resulted in the closing of many Catholic schools. This declining enrollment
trend was also mirrored in the selected Midwest metropolitan area Archdiocese however,
not to the extent of the national trend.
During this same period, due in part to changes initiated at Vatican II, the number
of religious personnel who were the primary source of teachers for these Catholic schools
also experienced a sharp decline in numbers as many left their religious orders to pursue
professions and other career opportunities in the outside world. The result of losing so
many religious teaching personnel was the significant increased cost of maintaining the
school. The religious teacher to lay teacher percentage in the 1950’s went from
approximately 90.1% religious personnel to a complete flip in the 2013-2014 academic
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school year where now approximately 97% of the teachers are lay (McDonald & Schultz,
2014, p. 3).
As a result of this vocational personnel replacement, the cost of attendance and
affordability of Catholic elementary and secondary schools went up dramatically due to
the higher salaries required to attract and retain quality lay teaching personnel. The
Catholic schools in urban areas suffered the most as the Catholic populations began to
prosper and move to suburban areas away from city centers. This forced yet again
another round of school closures as the older inner city parishes were no longer able to
maintain a school through donations collected from the remaining parishioners and the
low tuition fees charged.
The competition for students to fill these Catholic secondary schools that remain in
more urban areas is greater than ever. State school choice programs have helped in that
low income students in failing public school systems (Choice Scholarship Program, 2015)
have been able to enroll in parochial and private schools with the use of publically
allotted funds to cover the cost of tuition. However, a secondary school’s
overdependence on these funds could result in financial instability should the State’s
legislative body move to modify the program by either reducing or even eliminating the
available funds.
As a result, these schools must be keenly aware of the challenges, threats,
opportunities and weaknesses of their programs in order to attract, recruit and enroll the
highest number of their Catholic feeder elementary school students year after year. A
complete understanding is needed by the secondary school of those factors that influence
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parents especially with these middle school-aged children as to where they will make the
intentional decision as to where enroll their child for high school.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY AND FRAMEWORK

The intent of this research was to gain an understanding of the factors influencing the
decision making process by parents, who have middle school-aged children enrolled in
Catholic elementary school as to the selection of a high school for them.. A secondary
focus was when the parental decision making process began researching prospective high
schools and when the final selection of a high school occurred.
This chapter describes the method of research, data collection, population of interest,
regional location and other details regarding the background of this descriptive study.
The research project was designed to systematically analyze the collected data to discover
when the secondary school selection process begins and the factors that most influence
this intentional enrollment decision.
3.1

Problem statement

In order for a parochial high school to avoid significant enrollment challenges, it is
important the wants and needs of the parents of middle school students, in the designated
feeder schools, are known and understood. There have been numerous student
recruitment studies conducted on the decision making process of parents and high school
students in regards to their selecting a college or university for continuing education
development. However, this has not been done for examining the decision making
process of parents and their middle school students in Catholic elementary schools in
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regards to their high school selection process. Not explored is when did the process of
high school selection begin for the parents and what are influencing factors.
3.2

Methodological framework

This project used a descriptive study as the research method. An online survey was
administered to a selected sample from a population identified in a specific Deanery in
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of a Midwest metropolitan area.
The online survey was utilized to collect data from the sample population about
elements in their decision making process and the timing of starting research about
prospective high schools. Surveys are easily recognized and an accepted tool for
gathering and analyzing responses from the selected participants. This practical approach
lends itself to a majority quantitative survey research method within a descriptive study.
3.3

Major research questions

The major research questions for this study were:
•

When did parents with children in Catholic elementary school begin to consider
secondary schools for their children?

•

When did the process of starting to research prospective high schools begin?

•

What were the critical factors that have the most influence in the determining the final
selection of a high school for their child?
A study has not been done for a specifically identified parochial high school Deanery

area to discover what were the actual factors influencing the parental high school
selection decisions. Some parochial secondary schools relied on anecdotal and perceived
influence factors to construct marketing materials to make the school stand out from the
competition as the best choice for secondary education. A lack of accurate input from the
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constituency it serves can lead to a recruitment and enrollment management strategy that
expends limited or scarce resources with little effective return.
The research does not attempt to generalize influencing factors for application at an
encompassing national level for Catholic secondary schools. Rather the research wanted
to illustrate an example of a framework and guide that can be used by any parochial
education institution to better determine those strengths, weaknesses, challenges and
opportunities affecting their desire enrollment targets. The goal of this research is to
develop a framework guide that can be used by a parochial school, either elementary or
secondary, to accurately gauge the local factors. These factors then can be used to
understand how they affect the overall perception and attractiveness of the school. This
information can be used to construct effective recruitment materials, strategies and
practices to motivate their constituent parents to make the intentional decision to
ultimately enroll their child in their school.
3.4

Research environment

This section describes the study location, selected participant pool, survey
administration, distribution and timeframe, treatment of Deanery enrollment data and list
of survey questions.
3.4.1

Study location

The location of the actual survey and data collection occurred in a large Midwest
metropolitan city and surrounding suburban area that constitute a portion, or Deanery, of
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of interest for this study. These locations were chosen
as they are the areas where the six feeder elementary schools and one secondary school of
interest are located. The six Archdiocesan elementary feeder schools are identified as
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School A, School B, School C, School D, School E and School F. The Archdiocesan high
school of interest is identified as HS1 and the remaining high schools in the Archdiocese
are identified as HS2, HS3, HS4, HS5 and HS6 as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Location of Catholic Feeder Schools, Deanery & Private High Schools

3.4.2

Participant and area demographic description

The demographics and descriptions of the location area are as follows for each
school in this study:
•

School A - Established diverse neighborhoods with multi-unit to single family

homes ranging from subsidized housing to large, gated high-end homes. Formerly a
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middle- to upper-class area currently in rapid transition with increasing Hispanic
population.
•

School B

- Old inner-city neighborhood with multi-unit to single family

homes. Homes ranging from newer revitalization areas to dilapidated and abandoned.
One of the original and current African –American neighborhoods in the metropolitan
area. Majority low income to poverty level residents.
•

School C

- Established diverse neighborhoods with some multi-unit

apartment complexes to single family homes ranging from subsidized apartments to large
gated estates. Income and class range from low to upper-class. Area has stabilized after a
downward transition.
•

School D

- Established neighborhoods with some multi-unit apartment

complexes and all-brick starter homes on smaller, maintained lots. Pockets of
concentrated transition with increasing Hispanic population.
•

School E

- Variety of established neighborhoods, multi-unit apartment

complexes, new and under construction planned unit development neighborhoods to
decreasing rural farm acreage. Homes ranging from starter size to multi-million dollar
estates.
•

School F

- Variety of established neighborhoods, multi-unit apartment

complexes, new and under construction planned unit development neighborhoods and
concentrated pockets of large commercial, retail and warehouse parks.
•

HS1

- Established diverse neighborhoods with some multi-unit apartment

complexes to single family homes ranging from subsidized apartments to large gated
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estates. Income and class range from low to upper-class. Area has stabilized after a
downward transition.
3.4.3

Selected participant pool

The population of Catholic schools in this study were the six designated Deanery
feeder schools (Schools A-F) for HS1. The sample of schools consisted of one group
with the previously listed six individual elementary schools. The schools were selected
due to their location in a large metropolitan area and relative proximity to Purdue
University.
From the total population of parents at the six selected Catholic Deanery
elementary feeder schools (Schools A – F), the selected survey participants were parents
who had a child or children, in sixth, seventh and/or eighth grade, enrolled in one or more
of the identified Deanery elementary feeder schools during the 2014 – 2015 academic
school year. This participant sample group of parents were selected as their children
were closest to advancing eventually from middle school up to the high school level.
3.4.4

Survey distribution

Permission for the research survey to be distributed to the population of selected
parents had to be initially obtained from each of the six Catholic Deanery feeder
elementary school principal’s. Each of the school Principal’s received a researcher
introduction and thesis study overview letter (see Appendix C – Survey letter of
introduction). In the letter, if the Principal’s agreed, it was requested their school office
send the invitation (see Appendix D – Parent survey invitation letter) to participate in the
survey to their list of email addresses of middle school parents. By using this procedure,
parent email lists remained confidential.
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After approval was received from the Principals, an email was sent on behalf of the
researcher (see Appendix E - Survey invitation to participate email) notifying the parents
of the survey. The email contained instructions for taking the survey, statements about
voluntary participation and the link to the survey
(https://purdue.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_74IB1ypf2a6hKkt)
If a parent chose to participate in the survey, by clicking on the Qualtrics link, they
were then able to open the survey and proceed to answer the questions.
3.4.5

Survey questions

The online survey (see Appendix E – Completed survey questions and tallied results) had
a total of 16 questions requesting information in the areas of influencing selection factors
for high schools, timing of beginning prospective high school research and when parents
began to consider high schools for their child.
3.4.6

Survey administration

The selected pool of parents were surveyed utilizing the online survey program
Qualtrics through the Purdue University Qualtrics application. The collected responses
were either tallied by the program as the total number of responses per question options,
as a percentage of total responses for each question option or direct text inputs from the
participants where the option was available.
3.4.7

Survey timeframe

The survey was open for a period of 13 days from February 27, 2015 through
March 11, 2015.
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3.4.8

Treatment of Deanery enrollment data & parent email address lists

The enrollment data contained in Appendix A and Appendix B were classified as
confidential for purposes of this descriptive study. The source of the enrollment data, in
the selected Roman Catholic Archdiocese in the Midwest metropolitan city of interest for
this study, was obtained from their internal Annual Statistics and Yearbooks. These
internal publications were not available for general public distribution or purchase. They
were only accessible at the Archdiocese’s archive offices. Therefore, the specific
metropolitan area location and names of the selected study schools were assigned nonspecific and general identifiers for purposes of the study. The Deanery elementary feeder
schools were identified as School A, School B, School C, School D, School E and
Schools F. The Deanery high school was identified as HS1 and the remaining Catholic
high schools as HS2, HS3, HS4, HS5 and HS6.
Each of the six selected Catholic Deanery elementary schools (Schools A-F) that
sent the email survey invitation to participate to their middle school parents, kept their
email address list confidential. There was no access to these lists to persons outside of
school administration staff. The exact number of unique email addresses was not known
nor how many parents/households received more than one survey participation invitation.
3.4.9

IRB approval

See Appendix F - IRB Approval #15020151721 – A Descriptive Study of Factors
Influencing Parental Choice of High School Selection for Their Middle School-Aged
Children Enrolled in Catholic Grade School
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3.5

Chapter summary

The purpose of this chapter was to describe the research methodology of this study to
include the study location, participant pool, survey administration, method of distribution
and timeframe. This chapter also described the treatment of the school enrollment data
and listed the survey questions.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to examine the factors parents of middle school-aged
children enrolled in Catholic elementary school identified as those having an influence on
their selection of a secondary school for their child. The study also examined the timing
of when parents began researching prospective secondary schools and when parents
began to consider prospective high schools for their child. The information gathered
could aid and be of benefit for those private and/or parochial secondary education
institutions to better understand motivations and the educational wants and needs of the
students they hope to attract. The data may aid in refining the optimal timing of when
marketing activities should start through feedback provided by their parents.
In reporting the results and any additional references to either the selected Deanery
elementary schools or the Deanery secondary school, the schools were identified by a
code such as School A (elementary) and HS1 (secondary school). The school names,
source of enrollment data and specific geographic location were anonymized for purposes
of confidentiality. All selected Catholic Archdiocese Deanery elementary school
enrollment data is listed in Appendix A (Elementary School Enrollment Data Schools AI). HS1 enrollment data is in Appendix B (Secondary School Enrollment Data).
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4.1

General overview of participant pool

The invitation to participate in the survey was emailed to the selected Catholic
Deanery elementary school principals. The principals then sent out the survey
participation invitation to their email address lists of the sixth, seventh and eighth grade
parents. This was done to maintain the confidentially of the parent email addresses.
With no direct access to the lists, an accurate number of unique addresses was not known.
An estimate was made to approximate the total number of sixth, seventh and
eighth grade students in these selected Deanery schools based on the 2009 enrollment
data (see Appendix A – Elementary School Enrollment Data Schools A-I). This was
done to then to approximate the number of unique parent email addresses.
School B and School D have only grades K to 6. These two schools had the
smallest number of middle school students with only one middle school grade. The
remaining four schools, School A, School C, School E and School F, have grades K – 8.
The estimated number of middle school students was derived by dividing the enrollment
listed for 2009 (see Appendix A – Elementary School Enrollment Data Schools A – I) for
each school by the number of grades in the school. For example, School E had a total
enrollment of 426 students. The school had grades K-8 therefore 426 divided by 9
resulted in approximately 47 students per grade.
It was also guessed there were approximately 10 families per school with more than
one child in middle school grades. Having applied this process to the six elementary
feeder schools, it was estimated there were 450 possible unique email addresses in this
population pool. 113 completed surveys were recorded resulting in an approximate 25.1%
participation rate.
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4.2

Survey questions and results analysis

The following results and analysis sections are organized according to related
survey questions as they pertain to the major research questions in this study which are:
• When did parents with children in Catholic elementary school begin to consider
secondary schools for their children?
• When did the process of starting to research prospective high schools begin?
• What were the critical factors that have the most influence in the determining the
final selection of a high school for their child?
4.2.1

Beginning to consider to consider secondary schools

Technology has made the acquisition of needed information available at a
moment’s notice by anyone capable of surfing the Internet at any time of day.
Consultants and recruiting companies who work with colleges and universities know that
often students and parents are initiating the contact with these institutions, whether it is
electronically by viewing the webpage or even scheduling their own on campus visit,
much earlier than has been done on the past. The timing of when higher education
institutions need to begin their recruitment cycles has also been pushed earlier into a
student’s high school career.
If the parents and students are exploring prospective colleges and universities
earlier than ever, when do parents who have their child enrolled in Catholic elementary
school begin to consider or research prospective high schools for future selection and
enrollment? Survey Question 5 (see Appendix E – Survey Questions and Tallied Results)
asked in what grade was your child in when you began to consider a high school for them.
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Figure 5 shows the timing of both when parents have begun to consider prospective high
schools versus when high schools make initial contact.

Figure 5. Timing of Parental Initiated Prospective High Schools Consideration & First
Contact by High Schools
68 (53.5%) of the responding parents for this question indicated they had begun
researching and/or considering prospective high schools for their children before the start
of middle school, that being 5th grade or sooner (K to 5). However, only 28.4% of high
schools, both parochial and public, made their first contact with parents/children before
the start of middle school (K to 5).
These results may indicate for high school admissions directors to potentially
reevaluate the timing of their start to recruitment cycles. Higher education institutions
have already readjusted to an earlier contact and extended recruiting cycle (Noel-Levitz,
2011). Applying the idea of extending the recruiting contact cycle, the results of this
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survey may indicate that development of activities geared towards younger elementary
school children and their parents by the high schools may be an effective method to
bolster institution familiarity and brand loyalty. The more comfortable and familiar the
young children and parents become with a particular school over time may translate to
the likelihood of first consideration and eventual future enrollment in their institution.
Parent responses indicated the schools that had made any type of contact, at any
time, 89.9% were parochial with HS1 accounting for 32.0% out of the total 306 contacts
made. Of the public schools that contacted parents/students, two were located in the
inner-city of the metropolitan area of interest, one was a township school and three were
suburban schools in different surrounding counties. One of the county schools is
typically not known to recruit in any of the six selected Deanery elementary schools due
to a substantial distance from these schools. In addition, 60% of the responding parents
indicated they had already begun to research these schools prior to them making contact
with parents.
4.2.2

Researching prospective high schools

It has been the trend for numerous years that parochial schools are in competition
for fewer and fewer eighth grade students from their designated feeder schools. The
pressure for Catholic secondary schools to attain sustainable enrollment levels grows
with each passing year. For example, DeSmet Jesuit High School in St. Louis, Missouri
has considered opening their own middle school to assure adequate numbers of students
to fill the high school (Bock, 2013). In the meantime, DeSmet continues to actively
market and recruit from their feeder middle school base.
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The ability to effectively market to busy parents and often over scheduled middle
school students becomes more challenging each day. Questions 8 and 9 (see Appendix E
– Survey Questions and Tallied Results) in the survey asked about the types of methods
of contact and marketing materials parents received and then their evaluation as to which
were the most effective/informative for them. Figure 7 gives a comparison of the types
of marketing materials or contact methods used by the secondary schools versus what the
parents selected was the most effective/informative for them.

Figure 6. Comparison of Secondary School Contact Methods & Parent Indicated as Most
Effective/Informative

In the survey, responding parents were able to mark all that applied in regards to
types/categories of contacts made by high schools but were only to select the one method
they found most informative. Based on the results shown in Figure 7, mailed marketing
pieces such as brochures, newsletters, postcards, etc. were the most often used contact
method by the schools and also indicated as the most effective and informative by the
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responding parents. Emails were the next highest method used by the secondary schools
but parents indicated in-person contacts were more effective than the emails. An inperson contact included attending a school open house, meeting with staff and faculty
during middle school focused events such as sports camps, special recognition events and
school information nights. At the low end of the scale were phone calls which were least
used and least effective and informative.
The survey results also indicted there were a total of ten comments entered as
“Other” effective methods that were not specifically listed in the noted category options
for Question 9. The different types of methods included talking to other parents, word of
mouth, older siblings attended the school and one had not yet been contacted.
The over abundant use of conveying information electronically through emails is
apparent to anyone with an email account. A person may receive tens of emails a day
promoting products, retail offers, fraudulent spam, job related communications and a host
of other information. An end result may be the indiscriminate deleting of new inbox
messages without any review. The use of email to send electronic marketing and
recruiting information may be the most cost effective option for high schools. Utilizing
this method potentially reaches hundreds of parents and/or students with the simple click
of the send button. However, parents indicated twice as many times that hard copy
material such as a newsletter or brochure was the most informative.
Marketing material that is personally addressed and mailed may resonant as a more
customized contact approach to the parent and/or student. Rather than receiving what
likely may be an impersonal mass emailed message, the hard copy piece could be
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interpreted to make the statement the high school is interested in knowing the individual
and fostering a beneficial relationship.
4.2.3

Factors influencing school selection

As parents review lists of variables to research and consider about prospective
secondary schools for their child, there are critical factors that sway the selection of one
school over another. In this survey, Question 11 (see Appendix E – Survey Questions
and Tallied Results) asked the parent participants to select the one factor that had the
most influence on their decision as to the high school was selected.
Figure 8 shows the resulting total number of responses indicated for the critical
influencing factors for secondary school selection. Parents indicated strength of
academics (38 responses) as the most influential in their selection decision. It was
followed in descending order by religious education (17), siblings attend/attended a
school (12), cost of attendance (11), location/distance from school (8) and “Other” (8).

Figure 7. Identification by Parents of Critical Factor Influencing Secondary School
Selection
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These results, not unexpectedly, illustrate the overall significant importance placed
on the quality of academic programs offered at a high school by the parents. In Table 6,
the top two key enrollment drivers at the college level noted in the Eduventures study
were career preparation and core academics (“What drives student enrollment decisions”,
Eduventures, 2014). At the high school level, the Charter Oak Research study indicated
their top two factors were academic and enrichment programs for advanced students
(Neal & Urban, 2014). The results from this survey parallels, in related comparison, the
Eduventures and Charter Oak Research studies that quality and strength of educational
programs appears to be the critical point in final high school selection decisions.
Survey participants were also provided the opportunity to enter any additional
comments in the “Other” open ended option for this question. Overall, most often noted
in the 67 comments entered was that parents stated more than just one factor made the
final selection decision or was being weighed in the decision making process. The most
mentioned combination of factors were academics, cost, location/distance from school,
religious environment, where their child’s friends were attending and their child’s fit or
comfort with the school. The second set of most often noted combination of factors were
the school’s ability to effectively work with students requiring IEP’s and/or
physical/medical disabilities requiring additional services.
It was anticipated in this type of decision process, it would be several factors
combined being considered by parents rather than just one. This was verified by their
comments. However, if all other factors were perceived to be equal between prospective
high schools, the single most influential factor that would sway the decision towards one
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over the other high school possibilities was strength of academics by this group of
respondents.
4.2.4

Timing of final selection decision

A final interesting survey result was examined regarding when the parents
indicated the final decision selecting the high school for their child had been made.
Research in higher education revealed that if a college or university was not on a high
school’s student’s short list by the middle of their junior year in high school (Noel-Levitz,
2011) enrolling in a previously non-considered college was highly unlikely. Although
this study’s survey did not ask the same question about when the short list of high schools
is determined by a middle school student/parent, it did ask the participant parents when
the final selection decision was made regarding in which high school their child would
enroll.
Out of the 112 completed surveys, 72 parents had indicated a final selection had
already been made at least one month before up to over 12 months ago. Figure 9 shows
the number of parents indicating in what time frame their final decision selecting a high
school had been made. 43% of the responding parents made the decision more than 12
months ago. What was not known from these results, because the schools kept individual
identifies confidential, was the breakdown of how many parents had children in the 6th,
7th and/or 8th grade and their timeframe in having made a decision.
The next most selected time period in which the final decision was made was that
of more than one month ago but less than three months. Overall, more than half of the
final high school selection decisions were made at least six months prior. The potential
importance of these results for high school recruitment and admissions directors are
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analyzing when final selection decisions are being made and how those may or may not
align with their enrollment strategies and event timing plans.

Figure 8. Timing of Final High School Selection Decision

4.3

Chapter summary

This chapter provided a summary of the survey results as they related to the major
research questions.
The first major research question was when did parents with children in Catholic
elementary school begin to consider secondary schools for their child. Over half (53.5%)
of the responding parents had begun to consider prospective high school before the start
of middle school (K-5th grade). However only 28.4% of the high schools had made their
first contact during this same time period (K-5th grade).
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The next major research question was when did the process of starting to research
prospective high schools begin. From the previous question, the parents had begun, in
some manner, before their child was in middle school. Parents indicated that mailed
marketing materials from the high schools were the most effective/informative contact
method for them as these materials were also the most utilized by the high schools to
promote their institution communicate with the parents.
What was the critical factor that had the most influence in determining the final
selection of a high school for their child was the last major research question reviewed.
Strength of academics was the most selected single influencing factor indicated by the
parents. However, parents noted in the comment section regarding selecting the factor
with the most influence on the high school selection decision that it was more often a
combination of factors rather than just one.
An interesting survey result was also revealed. The timing of the final decision on
selecting a high school for their child had been made more than 12 months before as
noted by 43% of the participant parents.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The purpose of this descriptive study was to examine the factors parents with middle
school-aged children enrolled in Catholic elementary school identified as having an
influence on their selection of a secondary school for their child. The study also
examined the timing when parents began to consider prospective secondary schools and
when the process of starting to research a high school began.
An electronically administered survey was utilized to gather the resulting data. An
invitation to participant in the survey was distributed to the parent email address lists at
the six selected Catholic Deanery elementary feeder schools of which approximately 25.1%
of the total contacted parents returned completed surveys.
5.1

Findings and discussion

The survey results revealed more than half of the parents had already begun to
consider and research prospective secondary schools for their child, enrolled in Catholic
elementary school, before the start of middle school (K – 5th grade). However, 71.6% of
the high schools made their initial contact with these parents/students not until some
point during middle school. The research results discovered a potentially crucial
misalignment in contact timing between the two groups, that being the parents and the
high schools.
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The research indicated a slight majority of parents were beginning to think about, at
some level, their child’s secondary education path before they were halfway through
elementary school. But the majority of the high schools were not making their initial
contacts with the parents until middle school. As a result for the high schools, there are
potentially missed opportunities in the earlier elementary grades to promote their
programs and institutions to create a more thorough awareness and connection with a
group that has already indicated they are exploring the next level of education for their
child. Therefore, this study highlighted a marketing risk for admissions and recruitment
directors to address. Competition by parochial high schools for students continues to
grow. Not effectively reaching the most likely interested pool of parents/students in their
Catholic elementary feeder schools, when this group wants to obtain relevant information,
may result in creating unexpected enrollment challenges if other high schools initiate
earlier targeted programs and capture their attention first.
Technology has significantly increased the speed, amount and depth of information
that can be found at any moment with relative ease. Even though volumes of marketing
information about a high school’s programs can be transmitted at the click of a mouse,
the survey results indicated parents found mailed marketing pieces as most effective and
informative. Even at the college level, however technology oriented students and parents
have become, a 2012 Noel-Levitz study indicated that 71% of college interested
students/parents still rely on written communication as informative (Noel-Levitz, 2012,
para. 8). This same 2012 college study also indicated it was crucial to ask the parents and
students their preferred method for future correspondence in order to maximize the
effectiveness of the messages being pushed out.
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Therefore the results gathered in this study revealed a parallel with these surveyed
parents of the middle school students to the college level group. Both had a significant
preference for the mailed written materials. Survey responses from the parents of the
middle school students also noted mailed written materials were the most often used
means of contact by the high schools. Perhaps a slightly surprising outcome of this
research question was that a seemingly outdated form of relaying information is still
preferred over digital technology.
Finally, the survey responses answering the major research question in regards to
the most influencing factors parents considered when making the final high school
selection decision was determined to be strength of academics. An educational
institution will be labeled quality and highly sought after if there is a proven culture of
high achieving academic programs. The Eduventures key enrollment drivers (2014) and
Charter Oak Research importance/influence factors (2014) both had in their top three
results, aspects of academics as critical to a school’s success and appeal to students at
college and high school levels. The similar top survey result from this study, strength of
academics, indicated a validity of critical factors as determined by the participant parents
when comparing the results from the other two studies.
Although the survey question asked parents to select the most influencing factor
considered when making the final high school selection decision for their child, they went
on to make additional comments. Important to note, parents wrote it was more a
combination of factors rather than just one as they evaluated prospective high schools
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5.2

Implications for further research and recommendations

Reviewing the survey results analysis, there are three implications for possible
further research.
This descriptive study had revealed a timing misalignment, of some degree,
between when parents began to consider prospective high schools for their child and the
initial phase of contact by the high schools. Further study could be conducted
researching when would be the more optimal time for a high school to begin contacting
students and parents, on a regular basis, for purposes of recruiting students for future
enrollment. Since Catholic secondary schools are primarily privately funded, unlimited
resources do not exist for recruitment programs to start in earnest in Kindergarten and
continue to 8th grade at all of their elementary feeder schools. Therefore, the study could
determine when would be the ideal grade to start programs to engage with the parents and
students to generate enough brand loyalty that translates into enrollment at the
appropriate time.
Parents in this study and students in a national college level study, expressed a
significant preference for mailed, written marketing materials providing information
about a school. Because it has become commonplace for people to be inundated with
impersonal electronic messages, it is easy to summarily delete them without reviewing
the contained information or simply to ignore them. An opportunity exists for a study to
examine if repetitions of marketing and recruitment material mailings have any effect on
successfully gaining enrollment.
Recruitment practices used by colleges to attract high school students to their
institutions are not necessarily applicable for Catholic high schools to recruit middle
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school students. There may be a need for an expanded, multiphase recruitment strategy
for these secondary schools to consider and implement. Research is needed to develop
attractive and interesting secondary school marketing information and programs that are
designed for specific elementary grade levels for the students to serve as recruitment
activities. Likewise, the same approach would be needed for the parents of these students
by also creating engaging events and activities at the high school’s campus to create
familiarity and ease of comfort. A study to examine if brand loyalty can be effectively
developed for a secondary school through a series of events and age targeted
informational materials.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS

Catholic schools were established to provide an education, based in faith and
culture, for the vast number of Catholic parents who arrived with their immigrant
children from Germany and Ireland in search of a better and more fulfilled life.
Strong religious education dictates strong academic programs, effective discipline,
safe environments and caring teachers (Williams, 2005).
The purpose of this descriptive study was to examine what were the critical
factors parents of middle school-aged children enrolled in Catholic elementary school
identified as those having an influence on their selection decision of a secondary
school for their child. The study also examined the timing when parents began
considering and then researching prospective secondary schools for their children
enrolled in Catholic elementary schools.
The findings indicated that parents were beginning to think about future
education paths for their children a years earlier than high schools were making initial
contacts. Although the single most influencing selection factor was strength of
academics, it was a combination of factors that were considered and evaluated rather
than a single factor that has the most influence in the decision of secondary school
enrollment.
Finally, although parents and students are highly tech savvy and comfortable utilizing
the Internet and other electronic methods to research or explore topics, the majority of
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survey respondents indicated that hard copy mailed materials or other printed sources
of information remain the most informative and effective means of learning about
secondary schools and their programs.
The elementary schools and secondary school in this study, challenge their
students to grow spiritually, intellectually, athletically and artistically to foster their
individual gifts and talents as they encourage the students, as followers of Christ, to
share and be in service to others for the benefit of all.
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Appendix A

Elementary School Enrollment Data

Table 7 Enrollment data for selected Archdiocesan elementary schools 1970-2009
Year
S-A
S-B
S-C
S-D
S-E
S-F
S-G
S-H
S-I
1970
311
0
564
435
368
193
262
275
428
1971
284
225
540
412
351
140
245
270
421
1972
301
169
465
338
347
118
205
226
358
1973
248
180
464
341
360
110
157
233
351
1974
228
188
417
313
394
107
118
229
347
1975
189
197
391
303
394
107
118
208
351
1976
210
205
361
318
397
104
0
297
331
1977
181
160
315
304
421
108
0
288
309
1978
207
185
284
295
402
113
0
283
309
1979
206
207
258
292
416
116
0
282
273
1980
161
189
277
281
376
83
0
256
314
1981
171
176
272
268
356
89
0
303
321
1982
169
158
287
277
342
74
0
300
359
1983
198
148
275
230
307
87
0
273
343
1984
179
168
286
216
327
82
0
245
307
1985
186
159
291
175
298
80
0
246
290
1986
178
218
283
197
304
70
0
245
305
1987
186
N/A
248
245
431
76
0
79
282
1988
186
42
248
245
431
76
0
79
282
1989
186
42
248
245
431
76
0
79
282
1990
194
129
235
167
350
78
0
209
290
1991
183
145
227
203
356
86
0
184
299
1992
206
172
273
202
364
80
0
211
311
1993
246
177
278
215
358
63
0
212
328
1994
264
158
275
235
360
81
0
201
343
1995
304
162
393
268
387
139
0
199
366
1996
330
164
309
250
389
186
0
170
364
1997
358
191
326
263
389
197
0
167
361
1998
410
190
370
263
401
224
0
214
361
1999
458
245
354
257
402
260
0
245
316
2000
472
242
361
272
407
274
0
203
242
2001
492
220
366
268
434
269
0
182
240
2002
506
220
350
278
448
256
0
118
256
2003
507
130
350
279
449
258
0
123
256
2004
538
134
300
246
436
288
0
109
190
2005
526
154
294
219
436
299
0
80
229
2006
523
110
265
222
427
346
0
93
163
2007
510
120
249
217
428
331
0
98
147
2008
507
149
232
217
415
322
0
110
148
2009
454
146
221
205
426
344
0
128
121
.
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Appendix B

Secondary School Enrollment Data

Table 8. HS1 Enrollment data 1970 - 2014
Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

HS1
558
638
664
647
625
552
601
601
619
609
573
532
530
484
467
473
420
406
406
409
409
408
459
376
382
413
373
377
349
272
278
348
317
316
357
370
442
458
483
482

HS1Jr.

61
69
58
50
52
51
57
64
76
73
72
85
87
83
77
84
82

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

HS1
490
515
531
540
543

HS1Jr
93
101
101
101
101
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Appendix C
Name of Principal
Principal
Name of School
School Address
City, State, Zip Code

Survey letter of introduction

Date

Dear (Name of Principal):
I am in the process of completing my Master of Science degree in Organization
Leadership at Purdue University in West Lafayette. I have chosen to do a research thesis
as my capstone work. My thesis title is “Parental Choice of High School for Their
Middle School-Aged Children Currently Attending a Catholic Grade School.” I am
attempting to discover those factors and time frames that are most influential in this
intentional decision making process. My research sample population will hopefully
include all six of the Deanery grade schools and specifically focusing on the
parents/guardians of the current 2014-2015 middle school students. They are most likely
either to be starting or have just completed this high school selection process.

I am writing for your assistance. First, I would like to ask your permission to conduct
research in your school by way of an online Qualtrics survey of the parents/guardians of
the current sixth grade students. If this is acceptable, I would like to request that this
survey is emailed out by you, on my behalf, with an introduction explaining this thesis
research project. There is no expectation that I will have any access to the email
addresses.

Second, as required by Purdue University, this online survey will adhere to the three
primary concerns and formal approval by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) which are:
(1) anonymity of the participants; (2) welfare (safety) of the participants and (3)
volunteer participation and the ability to withdraw at any time without consequence. All
respondents will remain completely anonymous with the exception that the school the
child attends and in what grade they are enrolled in will be identified for purposes of
statistical analysis. A copy of the questions is available for your review at any time.

Third, if acceptable, your endorsement will serve not only as the introduction of my
research effort but also to encourage the participation from the parents/guardians. I am
prepared to provide a documented overview of my research for their perusal. In addition I
would be happy to share the findings of the responses from (Name of School) with you at
the conclusion of the analysis.

I hope you agree this is a workable proposal. If there are any questions, please feel free to
contact me at either (researcher email address) or on my cell phone (area code) (number).
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Appendix D

Parent survey invitation letter

Dear (School Name) Parent or Guardian:
Please allow me to introduce myself. I am Beatrice Drics-Bursten, a fourth semester
graduate Master’s student at Purdue University College of Technology. With the
approval of Professor Daniel Lybrook, I am conducting a survey to assess the factors that
influence parental choice of the selection of a high school for their middle school-aged
children. I hope to gain an insight to the process of researching potential high schools,
key attributes of the selected school, and the timing of the final selection decision.

If you choose to participate in this survey, this is how it will work:
This survey should be completed only by the parent or guardian of the middle school
child.
This survey will be available from February 27, 2015 (Friday) to March 11, 2015
(Wednesday).
This survey should take no longer than 10 minutes to complete.
Your participation is completely voluntary and you may choose not to participate.
If you choose to participate, please click on the following link to take the survey:
https://purdue.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_74IB1ypf2a6hKkt

The information you provide in this survey will not be linked to the email addresses used
to access the survey link. Completing the survey involves no risk to you. Your answers
will be completely confidential and at no point will personal identifiers be collected.
Your decision to participate, or not to participate, will have no effect on your relationship
with your child’s school.

If you choose to participate, the responses may provide crucial feedback to me about how
you have or are proceeding through the process of selecting a high school for your child
to attend. I know the life of a parent is a busy one as I am one myself. But I do hope that
you will take a few minutes to share your important thoughts. I thank you for your time
and assistance in completing this survey. Your feedback is essential to understand an
aspect of parental choice regarding their child’s secondary education options.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Drics-Bursten
Organization Leadership M.S. Candidate
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Survey Questions and Tallied Results

Last Modified: 04/08/2015
1. Which grade school is your child enrolled in for the 2014 - 2015 school year?
Select one.
Answer
Response
%
School D
10
9%
School C
11
10%
School B
11
10%
School F
12
11%
School E
31
28%
School F
37
33%
100
Total
112
%

2. You
Question
Did you attend a Catholic grade school?
Did you attend a Catholic high school?

Yes
52
39

No
60
71

Total Responses
112
110

3. Your Spouse/Partner
Question
Did you attend a Catholic grade school?
Did you attend a Catholic high school?

Yes
39
25

No
63
76

Total Responses
102
101

4. Are you going to enroll your child in a Catholic High School?
Answer
Response
Yes
80
Undecided
15
No
16
Total
111

%
72%
14%
14%
100%
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5. In what grade was your child in when you began to consider a high school for
them?
Question
Total Responses
Kindergarten
21
1st grade
2
2nd grade
4
3rd grade
9
4th grade
9
5th grade
23
6th grade
36
7th grade
16
8th grade
4
Other (see below):
3

Question 5 - Other:
I always considered they would attend my high school from the start.
have not received

6. In what grade was your child in when you received information from a
prospective high school?
Question
Total Responses
Kindergarten
1
1st grade
0
2nd grade
1
3rd grade
1
4th grade
6
5th grade
24
6th grade
57
7th grade
16
8th grade
5
Other (see below):
5

Question 6 - Other:
I always considered they would attend my high school from the start.
have not received
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7. Which High Schools have contacted you? Mark all that apply.
Answer
Response
HS1
98

%
89%

HS6.

75

68%

HS5.

56

51%

HS2

26

24%

CCH

15

14%

PTWNP.

14

13%

Other:

13

12%

HCBB.

8

7%

HCA

4

4%

ICCA

1

1%

WYTWNBD

0

0%

Question 7 - Other:
HS4
HS4, HS3
ICH
ICH
HMCUHS
HCBBPT
HMCUH
HMCMTG
none
No Schools have contacted me
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8. Did you begin to research these high schools prior to their contacting you?
Answer
Response
%
Yes
65
60%
No
44
40%
Total
109
100%

9. By what method did the schools make contact with you?
Question

Mark all that
apply

Mailed marketing piece, for example, brochure, postcard,
newsletter, and letter?
In-person contact
Email
Personalized email
Phone call
Other (see below):

101
27
30
13
9
5

Question 9 - Other:
invited and attended open house
attending sports camps and getting to know staff through open houses, etc.
mailer was not effective
talking to other parents
Word of Mouth
discussions with friends and parents
they have not
Older siblings attended
School information night, open house
Sibling graduating from HS1

10. What has been the most effective/informative method of contact by the high
school for you?
Question
Select ONE
Mailed marketing piece, for example, brochure, postcard,
48
newsletter, and letter?
In-person contact
22
Email
16
Personalized email
6
Phone call
5
Other (see below):
12
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Question 10 - Other:
invited and attended open house
attending sports camps and getting to know staff through open houses, etc.
mailer was not effective
talking to other parents
Word of Mouth
discussions with friends and parents
they have not
Older siblings attended
School information night, open house
Sibling graduating from HS1

11. What factor has the most influence on your decision regarding selecting a high
school for your child? Select one.
Answer
Response
%
Strength of academics
38
34%
Spiritual/Religious
17
15%
education
Siblings currently
12
11%
attending/attended
Cost of attendance
11
10%
Location/Distance from
8
7%
school
Other (see below):
8
7%
Financial aid/Scholarships
6
5%
Recommendation
3
3%
Reputation
2
2%
Alumni/Alumna of school
2
2%
Athletic reputation
2
2%
Safety
2
2%
Connections with colleges
1
1%
and universities
Technology
0
0%
Performing arts and
0
0%
facilities
Extracurricular activities
0
0%
Total
112
100%
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Question 11 - Other:
A combination of factors. It's hard to pick just one.
The quality and ethical behavior of the students that are attending that will influence
my son. Curriculum and teachers level will be the same but it is the environment i.e.
the students around my son who make the difference. If students are poor, my son will
not have any good role models, no strong cohort to be a part of.
We have a high achieving student (AP classes) and a student with an IEP - We chose
HS1 because it can meet that needs of all of our children
[parent employee of school
offer vocational career center
Overall fit with my child's personality
all above

12. Has the final decision been made regarding in which high school your child will
enroll?
Answer
Response
%
Yes
70
63%
No
42
38%
Total
112
100%
13. If YES, which high school has been selected?
Answer
High school
selected:
Total

Response

%

72

100%

72

100%
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Question 13 - High school selected:
HS1
HS2
HS3
HS4
HS5
HS6
HCA
HCBB
HCP
HCTW
PTWNP
ICCA
PCR
WSHTNC
CCHS
BCWB
ICH
WYTWNBD
HMMTG

Responses
41
1
0
1
7
6
0
5
3
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

14. When was the final selection decision made?
Answer
More than 3
months but
less than 6
months ago
Within the
last month
More than 6
months but
less than 12
months ago
More than 1
month but
less than 3
months ago
More than
12 months
ago
Total

Response

%

8

11%

9

13%

11

15%

13

18%

31

43%

72

100%
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15. If NO, what high schools are on your final list for consideration? Mark all that
apply.
Answer
Response %
HS1
33
80%
HS5
19
46%
HS6.
15
37%
HS2
11
27%
Other (see below):
8
20%
HCBB
6
15%
HCA
5
12%
ICCA
4
10%
CCH.
3
7%
WYTWNBD
3
7%
WSHTWNNC
3
7%
PCR
2
5%
HCTW
1
2%
HCP
1
2%
PTWNP
1
2%
IPSNW
0
0%
IPSWSHC
0
0%
BCWB
0
0%

Other:
HMCNTY
HS4
Other Christian High Schools & maybe even out of state high school
not sure
HS4
We are moving out of state
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16. Is there any other critical factor or information influencing your high school
selection? Text Response
There are multiple factors that were equal in the decision making process. Academics
is the basis, however all the schools we considered were strong academically. I would
think you would need to rank the importance of each instead of picking 1.
Additionally, we have multiple kids and 1 is already in high school. This is a small
factor in others going there.
Other factors include my son’s friends. My oldest son is a freshman and it was an easy
decision to make because we love his friends and they go to HS1. Friends are so
important to kids at this age. Most academic programs are similar for the well-rounded
student. But friends are not the same wherever you go and will last a life time.
Athletics played a small role in our decision as well.
My child's interests and wishes
We want a well-rounded experience for our child. There are many factors but a variety
of electives from which to choose from, religious component, strong academics, a
willingness to invest in my child's dreams and aspirations and help make them a reality
are all on our "dream list".
The top critical factors were distance, cost and comfort communicated by student.
If they allow my son into the high ability or advanced math, science, English and
languages (Spanish or French) program starting the first day. Many schools make it
hard for kids to get into those programs. The school allowing access has an advantage
with me.
I want to know the staff truly care about my child I want a staff that have a passion to
teach, treat my child with the up most respect, and desire the best outcome for him.
How many students are receiving vouchers? I don't want to send my kid to wherever
there are a lot of voucher students.
Academics, Convenience, Christian Environment, Sports and Art/ Culture
There is no Catholic High School in the county.
Cost was not a factor because we get a significant discount. If we did not get that
discount we may have made a different decision with our daughter 2 years ago. We
still think we would have chosen HS6 but do not know what would have been different
at the time.
Word of mouth
HS1 is a wonderful high school that will not only meet the academic needs of all of
our children but also provide the religious, service focused atmosphere that will show
them to grow up and be "good" people. When you walk into the building, you are
welcomed with open arms and are immediately shown how your child will be
welcomed...like family.
I have been an employee of HS5 since 2006 and both of my son's siblings also attend.
We did consider academic and social fit when making our final decision but our family
involvement with the institution played a major role in our selection.
My daughter already goes to HS5 (currently freshman) but my 7th grade son may go to
HS1. The HS5 experience has shown me that it might not be the best choice for my
son, and therefore we are considering other options.
PTWNP is a public school, therefore it is free. The academic rigor is top-notch with
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over 24 AP classes available as well as the IB Diploma. In addition, PTWNP has a
diverse population that compares to the real world, and is similar to School A.
We weighed all the factors listed above but the biggest influence was on academics.
However, we also visited the schools to watch the interactions among the students and
also the interactions between students and teachers.
cost, location and academic strength
Public school (HCBB) is too big. Child has IEP, and we are impressed by the HS1
Learning Center
Faith based education, academics, safety, reputation, location and proximity to our
home or work, communication with teachers, nice campus.
Cost, distance to and from school, are a close 2nd and 3rd in decision making process.
Distance/transportation
Reputation, diversity, academic excellence
Price and location. I will probably send kids to HCBB unless we get financial aid.
Even then I would really rather they went to school close to home, so HS1 would be
the farthest I would go. My kids want to go where their friends go, of course.
Siblings attend now.
Course selections/programs offered. Would have preferred a Catholic High School but
the career center was the most important factor.
I chose distance from school as the main reason but close seconds are the academics,
opportunity to play sports, and ties to universities for course credit.
We made the decision for our son, who is a 7th grader, when his brother (who is now a
freshman) was in 8th grade. We wanted a school that would fit both of their needs, so
they could attend together.
Size of school
The reputation and distance are important. I also like the way HS1 sets their block
schedule. I know very good families from School E attending HS1, and that speaks
volumes.
Yes - Siblings and transportation challenges given we have two working parents, The
athletic program and college prep environment are important but not more important
than the academics. Lastly, each of our children have visited the school and spent time
in the environments and we have given considerable input to their preferences based
on comfort and personality fit.
Safety of school and cost of enrollment
School size, faith based, right fit for child
AP and college credit availability. Handicapped accessibility for our current 5th
grader who is in a wheelchair.
The choice was based on my daughter's desire to experience a smaller school that is
unlike her experience at her K-8 Catholic school. She is looking for a more diverse
and creative environment.
Academic Performance of the School, Size of the School (prefer smaller over larger)
Financial aid available, tuition costs, location and extracurricular activities.
Yes. Several family members and friends have attended HS6 and have seen the results
of their education at this particular institution. HS6 is a well-rounded school in
academics and athletics and has a consistently good reputation. My son will be a
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student-athlete.
Factors are: Safety, strength of academics, location, cost and financial aid
The way the school leadership (Principal) has ran the school and manages the courses
and school affairs.
Enrichment classes after school and support from staff.
sense of community
Cost, academic
academics, extra-curricular, location, cost, safety, siblings
Size, teacher/student ratio
Great reputation, distance from our home.
Resource teachers
Academics and cost
Money, the cost is too much for high school. It was hard as none of my child's good
friends will be attending HCBB. However it is the right choice, distance is a great
factor as well. If HCBB was not known for their academics it would have been much
harder for us to choose.
Spouse works at HS5...they have been very generous with discount.
legacy
I need to know that my child will NOT slip through any cracks and receive the best
possible education and enjoy his high school experience.
Cost
Financial planning for advanced education beyond high school.
Other siblings attending HS6 Opportunities for college scholarships.
My spouse and I were looking for an institution that offered a faith-based educational
style that would continue on my children's education. I attended a private out-of-state
Catholic high school (we relocated here back in 2002), and I absolutely loved the
experience. The class sizes and the individual attention I received I still cherish even
after all these years.
The extent to which my student felt it was a good fit. They tour, visit, shadow, and
then, it just hits them, they say, yes, this is my school. We also are very influenced by
how the school pushes faith, service, and community to develop the whole person not
just academics. We chose private catholic education because these kids need all the
help they can get to develop strong morals, grow into ethical adults, and live out their
faith.
Cost and scholarship money available for private/Catholic High School. Distance from
home plays a role in the decision-making process as well.
Safety and tuition cost
She has an IEP and HS1 is the best school for her to attend.
Cost and Financial Aid
Financial, merit scholarships
Making sure my child is happy with the HS
Class size and if the school can handle medically challenge students
Mainly strong academics and content to prepare her for college
Cost and distance
Education/Academic, Location
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Statistic
Total Responses

Value
67
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IRB Approval

